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Our mission

🌟 Code Club’s mission is to create a Code Club in every community.

🌟 Code Club aim to give every child the skills, confidence and opportunity to shape their world.

We believe in working and learning together
We inspire discovery and invention through play
We believe in the transformational power of programming

What we do

Code Club believe that all children should have the opportunity to learn to code, no matter who they are or where they come from.

We run volunteer-led coding clubs around the world, using fun and creative learning materials to inspire the next generation of digital makers.

In the UK, there are over 3500 active Code Club running across the country. We also offer training for primary teachers delivered by computer science experts. Our aim is for all teachers to feel confident, excited and prepared to teach the Computing curriculum.

Internationally, there are over 1000 clubs in over 75 countries, and our club projects have been translated in 15 languages.
Code Club in the UK

During 2015, Code Clubs have been created in a further 1295 schools, libraries and community venues in the UK, bringing the total number to 3472 by the end of December 2015.

We’re working hard to ensure children from all regions and backgrounds have access to Code Club - at the moment the regions we are strongest in are the North West, East Anglia, London and the South East.

With an average of 14 children per club, Code Club is currently reaching over 75,000 children – including 40% girls. We hope these girls will continue their Computing journey in secondary school and that this will help close the GCSE and A-Level Computing gender gap.

In 2015 we began to increase the numbers of Code Clubs set in libraries. We also developed a partnership with the Society of Chief Librarians to support the Digital strand of their Universal Learning Offer.

“Running a Code Club is an amazing experience and I would recommend it to anyone. You get to positively impact a group of kids lives as well as the general community. Plus, you learn new skills and have great new experiences!”

Polly Caldwell, Volunteer, Manchester

“Being able to spend an hour a week with children who are passionate about computers is a fantastic thing. Showing them new skills to develop their future is an absolute pleasure each week.”

Sean Price, Volunteer, Derby
Year in Review

Code Club Join Forces with the Raspberry Pi Foundation:

Our biggest news of the year was our merger with the Raspberry Pi Foundation, which will see our two organisations working together to help many more young people learn how to build their ideas with code.

Evaluating our impact:

In the Spring term we began an evaluation process with the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER). The aim of the evaluation is to explore the impact of Code Club on pupils’ coding and computing skills, as well as the development of transferable skills and their attitudes and aspirations towards coding and computing.

As part of the evaluation, children were asked to complete a coding quiz, attitude survey and computational thinking challenge at the start of the programme, and they will complete them again in July 2016, so that their progress can be assessed. We will be publicising the results of this first assessment in Autumn 2016.

Updates to the Code Club website:

Over the summer term, we re-designed the Code Club Projects site, adding loads of useful info about the specific skills that are covered in our projects and lots of other lovely educational stuff. We streamlined our registration process and adjusted the way that volunteers, club hosts and children in clubs access our projects page, introducing the Club ID and PIN system.

These changes helped to ensure that all Code Clubs were registered on our site, which allowed us to monitor the increase of our club numbers and to ensure that we:

- measure our impact to find out how well we’re doing and what can be done better
- know who is running our Code Clubs, and ensure that our volunteers are appropriately checked to ensure child safety
- measure our reach so we can secure funding to help us continue to develop and provide free resources and support for our volunteers
Teacher Training Programme

In autumn we implemented some changes to our Teacher Training programme which has reached over 1300 teachers across the UK. We updated the Teacher Training materials, focussing on creating more interactive sessions to increase participation from the teachers.

The new sessions are:

- Computational Thinking: an introduction to computer science concepts, maze based practical application for KS1 computing elements, and lesson ideas for cross curricular computing

- Programming: using scratch to create a chatbot, interactive learning for the KS2 programming aspects and unplugged ideas for classroom activities.

- Networks and the Internet: learning to use HTML (the ‘language’ of websites), how the internet actually works and the principles of searching the web.

Sessions are now free at the point of access for teachers. Teachers can register for training through our website and we will set up the session as and when we secure funding. As a not-for-profit, we rely on financial support to run our teacher training programme – and we hope this new approach will offer more opportunities to reach more teachers and children across the UK.
Code Club around the world

Code Club has grown internationally over the past year. We have brought on board four countries which already have an established presence and activity - with a significant number of Code Clubs being run. These are Australia, New Zealand, Brazil and Ukraine who between them run over 700 Code Clubs.

In September we ran our first application process for new countries to join the Code Club family. We welcomed Country Coordinators for another four countries - Poland, France, Spain and Canada - who will be looking to establish more Code Clubs and secure funding for their operations.
Awards in 2015

⭐ Digital Leaders 100 Award - Best Digital Skills Product or Service

⭐ Code Club’s CEO, Clare Sutcliffe, awarded MBE in New Years Honours List

Partners and Supporters

We would like to thank Code Club’s national partners:

Strategic Partners:

ARM  Nesta...  Google

Key Partners:

SAMSUNG  CANARY WHARF GROUP PLC

Supporting Partners:

Salesforce

Notable donors:

Adobe | eBay | EDGE Conference | DRW | Gallomanor | Gloo Communications | Motorola | Three Rings | VMware | Worshipful Company of Information Technologists

In-kind support:

BrowserStack | Bytemark | DotMailer | GitHub | Mailtrap | New Relic | Postcode Anywhere | Sentry | Typekit | Vzaar

Thank you to all donors big and small who have contributed both time and money throughout the year to help Code Club continue its work to enable a generation of digital makers. We rely on support from the public, businesses and grant funders to ensure that we can continue to provide and improve our curriculum, train and support Code Club’s volunteers and reach more children.
Selected Media

This year Code Club was featured in a number of news articles, including:

“Should your kids learn to code?”, The Guardian, 3 December 2015

“Raspberry Pi Foundation merges with Code Club”, Wired, 3 November 2015

“Cracking the code: why girls turn away from computing”, TES, 7 September 2015,

“What changes are coming to the tech world?”, City AM, 24 September 2015

2016 and beyond

In the next year, Code Club will accelerate their growth to continue to increase the number of clubs in the UK. We will launch new campaigns to help raise awareness of Code Club’s activity with the general public. We’ll continue to create new special projects and activities for children, teachers and volunteers.

During 2016 and beyond we will seek to strengthen the focus of the Teacher Training programme and build school and teacher engagement. We will deliver a comprehensive programme of CPD to primary teachers, and, in response to teacher demand, will provide more activity ideas and cross curricular work.

We will be working next year to continue Code Club’s global growth. We have invited 10 countries to apply for Code Club’s second cohort in our international onboarding programme, which will begin early next year. We will also organise our first ever Global Summit, where the Code Club community across the world will meet for the first time.

How you can help

Code Club is a community grown, grass-roots movement that relies on amazing people who want to help. If you share our aim of giving more children the chance to learn to code and can help by volunteering, translation, financial support or in another way, we’d love to hear from you.

Please get in touch at support@codeclub.org.uk.